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The finest decorative mouldings
...from Classical to Contemporary

Award winning fibrous plaster company Revival Decorative Mouldings
fully understand the importance of creating stunning plasterwork,
having worked within some of the country’s finest locations.

E

stablished in 1998 and still headed by Director, Ian
Waller, Revival are proud to have restored and repaired some of Britain’s most treasured heritage plasterwork. By using the correct moulding in a historical
context can produce simply breathtaking results.
Products from the ‘Art of Revival’ brochure are produced in conjunction with bespoke mouldings. Specialist repair and restoration of historic plasterwork
using traditional methods and materials such as Lime
Plaster are carried out by Revival’s master craftsmen.
Combining those skills with modern materials such as
GRG, Jesmonite and GRP mouldings have attained
Revival a high reputation in both commercial and residential Architecture.
Architectural mouldings and decorative elements such
as cornicing and panel mouldings, a centre-piece, corbels and plaster arches, fire surrounds and recessed
wall niches, columns and pilasters, over-doors and
domes are all produced by Revival using casting plaster reinforced with hessian and timber lathes. Mouldings are produced to replicate the ever-changing face
of interior decoration; each fashionable period of style
added a striking new episode to the story, one movement of creativity blending into another – a constant
revival of timeless heritage. Using the style time line on
the new Revival website www.revivalplaster.co.uk you
can place your property within the correct period and
then identify the style of moulding relative to the period of your property.
Modern mouldings are cast from reverse moulds of silicon rubber, GRP and plaster. Traditionally plaster
mouldings were run in-situ, with scotch brackets supporting lathes which were built up with coarse layers
of horsehair reinforcement, topped off with a layer of
lime plaster to provide the smooth finish. Enrichments
were cast in small repeat sections and added to the
plain run mouldings. Repeating this process allows Revival to build up a comprehensive understanding of
restoration and repair.

During restoration work where original heritage plasterwork must be restored and replicated, detailed mouldings will often need the years of paint removing, Revival
have mechanised this process by using a jet of steam to remove the layers of paint to reveal the enrichments before
an imprint known as a squeeze can be taken. Using flexible silicon rubber allows an accurate reproduction to be
repeated back in the workshop and the modelling and
moulding process can begin.
This was recently demonstrated during the restoration
and refurbishment of the world-renowned St James’ Club
in London. A luxury town house hotel which has been
developed into one of London’s premiere Boutique Hotels. Meticulous attention to detail was key throughout
the project which took 14 months to complete. Revival’s
brief was to design; manufacture and install plaster
mouldings sympathetic in style to the buildings original
look, whilst incorporating the themes and designs reflected in the fixtures and fittings, an intelligent blend of
traditional and modern. Revival provided solutions suitable for the varied requirements. Great care was taken in
determining the size of the moulding required for each
application. The main reception and restaurant were
treated with a Cornice that included a picture rail for
hanging fine examples of Impressionist, Expressionist and
Cubist artwork. The marble stair-core that sweeps and
curves up through six floors was fitted with elegant cornice embellished with the St James’ Club motif.
Revival Decorative Mouldings have demonstrated a
comprehensive multi-skill competency in the restoration
of historic and listed buildings, refurbishment of exclusive hotel chains and installation of bespoke contemporary mouldings in leading flagship banks. Whilst
working with Architects, Designers, Contractors and
Private Clients alike, Revival pay meticulous attention
to detail from the original commission through design,
manufacture and to installation. Achieving perfection
without compromise is the prerequisite message we receive from our clients, likewise Revival are committed to
achieving excellence.

Specialists in bespoke plaster mouldings ranging from classical through English
history to contemporary. Revival offers a complete service from consultancy and
design, through manufacture to installation by master craftsman.
Restoration, refurbishment, conversion of historic buildings or newbuild.
Stunning colour brochure, case studies and samples available.
Please call 01525 862717
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